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April 14, 2023 
 
Attorney General John M. Formella 
Office of the Attorney General 
Consumer Protection & Antitrust Bureau 
33 Capitol Street 
Concord, NH 03301  
 
Dear Office of the Attorney General, 

Pursuant to Section 359-C:20 and on behalf of Huntington Ingalls Industries, Inc. (“HII”), 
Crowell & Moring LLP (“Crowell”) writes to report a data incident impacting residents of your 
state. Details of the incident are included below. 

In April 22, 2022, HII cybersecurity team was alerted about a suspected intrusion into HII’s 
environment (four servers located on the network). HII immediately acted to stop any 
unauthorized access.  HII also retained a forensic investigator to assist in conducting a thorough 
investigation in order to determine the nature and extent of this incident. The forensic 
investigator determined that between March 2022 and May 2022, an unknown, unauthorized 
party who is not associated with HII, engaged in an unauthorized activity involving HII storage 
systems. Suspicious scripts were discovered on one of the servers that appeared to be used for 
credential harvesting. Further investigations uncovered that the unauthorized party may have 
accessed files that contained the personal information of residents of your state. HII engaged in a 
comprehensive review and analysis of the information involved in this intrusion and the 
impacted individuals, an extensive process that took place over a number of months and was 
completed in April of 2023. As a result of this comprehensive analysis, HII has determined that 
the individuals impacted would be notified of the intrusion.  

Upon discovering the incident, HII quickly initiated measures to reinforce the security of its 
systems, including taking steps to secure the affected systems, such as security improvements, 
remediation plans and password resets. 

The impacted personal information varies by individual and may have included individuals’  
. 

HII was unable to determine with certainty all of the information that the unauthorized party may 
have accessed. Upon completion of the investigation, HII identified 105 residents from your state 
whose personal information may have been impacted by the incident.   

While HII has no reason to believe that this information has been misused, HII is notifying the 
affected individuals on April 18, 2023 pursuant to your state’s breach notification law. In 
addition to notifying the impacted individuals, and in order to protect any affected individuals, 
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Crowell has retained Experian on behalf of HII to provide impacted individuals with a 
complimentary 12-month membership to Experian’s IdentityWorks identity monitoring service.  

HII takes very seriously their responsibility to protect the privacy of all individuals for whom it 
maintains personal information.  HII is working diligently to ensure that the affected individuals 
in this situation are adequately protected, and are taking additional steps to strengthen further 
their ability to prevent this type of incident from happening in the future.  Please let us know if 
you have any additional questions or need any further information.  You can reach me directly at 

. 

 

Sincerely,  

Evan D. Wolff, Esq. 
 

 

 

 

 




